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150 years …

• 1862:

– first professor for surveying

– first surveying program

(somewhere along it became 
Geomatics)

• 2012:

– first graduates of a new generation,
world-wide accredited master program



Geomatics education

MSISc

Australia’s only 
globally 
accredited L2 
degree in spatial 
information

BEnv or BSc 
3 years

major in Geomatics

MIT (Spatial)

Strong 
foundations in IT 
plus everything 
spatial …

MSIMSE

ME (Geomatics)

Shaping the 
future of the land 
surveying and 
land 
administration 
profession



Accreditations

Institution Market Course Accreditation 
cycle

SRBV Victoria ME 2014

EA Washington Accord
http://www.washingtonaccord.org

ME 2013

RICS Commonwealth ME, MSISc 2013

EUR-ACE European Union ME, MSISc 2015

• Advanced benchmarking and mobility

– Individual graduate attributes and 
professional competencies

• Practice virtually anywhere in the world



Geomatics figures 2013

Subject 2011 2012 

(Sem 1)

2013

(Sem 1)

Bachelor
Mapping Environments 400 340 309*

Applications of GIS 34 53 107

Imaging the Environment 50 56 72

Master
Cadastral Surveying

Geomatics Problem Solving and Analysis

3
was S2

9
was S2

now S2

12

Foundations of Spatial Information 19 35 50

* number of competing 
subjects increased by 33% 



The Melbourne graduate

• broad and deep education
– academically excellent

– knowledgeable across disciplines

– leadership and lifelong learning

– attuned to cultural diversity, active global citizens

• praxis relevance
– lecturers from industry

– internships

– industry research projects

• expert knowledge
– lecturers from the international forefront of research

– international exposure and qualification



The Melbourne Geomatics graduate

Industry is transforming … facing hypes, 

disruptive technologies, economic pressures: 

– Specialist knowledge moves into software

– Novel sensors speed up processes (LiDar, Citizen)

– Real-time demand, fusion of sensors

– Automation and digital workflow

– Cadastre for securing the economy

• 65% of the land surface not in a cadastre

• Design of LA systems, refinement of systems

“The primary focus of the discipline has moved from measurement 
science, which could be considered the data acquisition aspect, to 
the management and enhancement of the spatial dimension of 
information technology” (Williamson, in Bervoets et al., 1999, p. iii)



Geomatics team 2013



Australasian Spatial Information Education and 

Research Association – ASIERA 

• Your representing body in tertiary education

– a significant part of the spatial information industry 
in Australasia, with a workforce of several hundred 
people in fundamental and applied research and 
innovation, and educating the future generations 
of professionals 

– accesses the excellent international networks of 
similar international institutions 

• Objectives

– To foster and promote tertiary education and 
research in geospatial information
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Three examples of disruptive technologies

1. 3D cadastre 

The world gets more complex:
• rights
• responsibilities
• restrictions

Shojaei 2012



Three examples of disruptive technologies

1. 3D cadastre 

Visualisation of 3D RRRs: green and blue spaces – Crown land; pink – privately owned;
yellow – University of Melbourne has a right of use (Aien et al., 2011).



Three examples of disruptive technologies

2. Measurement-based cadastre

• Buyong, T. B.; Kuhn, W.; Frank, A. U. (1991): A Conceptual 
Model of Measurement-Based Multipurpose Cadastral Systems. 

• Goodchild, M. F. (2002): Measurement-based GIS.
• Navratil, G.; Franz, M.; Pontikakis, E. (2004): Measurement-

Based GIS Revisited.

A recurring topic in research:
• Updating
• Incremental growth
• Full error propagation



Three examples of disruptive technologies

3. Crowd-sourcing

FIG Paper of the Month 12/2011


